Tiki7 Dev upgrade notes
Initial devtest.tiki.org Upgrade Notes 20 May 2011

Changi made http://devtest.tiki.org (but you need to add the line

94.23.222.122 devtest.tiki.org

to your hosts file as there's no DNS set up for it) and these are my notes of what needs doing for when we do the real upgrade here.

- When logged in the logo, search etc disappears
  - This seems to be because modseparateanon and modseparateanon are on here and the logo is set to show for anon only
  - Quick solution: remove anonymous from logo, search etc modules group
  - Update script amended in r34546
- Secondary head menu looks like vert instead of horiz mode
  - No, seems to be a CSS thing
  - Fixed by making secondary_sitemenu_custom_code module first in top zone and setting style=float:right in the module parameters
- HTML Plugin in "Keywords" module (for no apparent reason?) - needs approval (note: html plugins will need re-approving due to significant changes in the parser - known issue, won't be fixed)
  - Irritatingly the closing div tag is still approved so the page layout is borked so you cannot "view details" on the opening tag. Also it's not easy to see which one is causing the problem as the pages don't seem to be listed correctly.
  - Only fix i can see possible currently is to "Approve all pending plugins"
  - **Add to release notes:** Check for unapproved plugins before you upgrade and deny or approve any pending ones.
- Search+Bugs: Plugin markup showing '{INCLUDE(page=>Dynamic Filter)}{/INCLUDE}'
  - Fixed by changing it to '{include(page="Dynamic Filter")}'
    - The syntax was invalid before {/INCLUDE} and never should have worked. I **fixed**
- **WSOD** on Search+Bugs page when clicking "filter" (with nothing set in the filters)
  - Seems ok filtering on 7.x and Erros and Regressions, probably a memory thing (changi?)
- Another broken plugin spotted here (the QUOTE one presumably used to work here?)
  - Actually that seems to be a tracker field not getting wiki parsed at all - compare
    - [http://dev.tiki.org/wish3781](http://dev.tiki.org/wish3781) with [http://devtest.tiki.org/wish3781](http://devtest.tiki.org/wish3781)
    - Yet the same field is parsed in other tickets, for example
      - [http://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=3889](http://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=3889) and [http://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=3893](http://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=3893). It seems none of the fields in 3781 are parsed. There are extra PHP notices, including: "iconv(): Detected an illegal character in input string". Chealer9 20110521
  - Report a bug works! 😛 (added)
- Login module tab has red background and is on a red background - no contrast. Chealer9 20110521
- Ugly conflict in top black bar between the 1 or 2 last menu items (COMMIT CODE) and the search bar.
Chealer9 20110521
  ○ Also on doc.tiki.org as of 20110524. I don't think this was there just after doc's upgrade though.

From doc.tiki.org
  • Code plugin on http://doc.tiki.org/Data+Channels needed to remove ishtml param as it was "interpreting" the html instead of displaying it